
H I T M A K E R  
E X P A N S I O N

Focusrite’s Scarlett audio interfaces now include an incredibly  

comprehensive and powerful plug-in bundle worth over $1,500

Create studio quality vocals, powerful guitars, luscious keys and huge 

drums, then mix and master with iconic Focusrite studio hardware –  

all in the box. From November 11, 2021, every new Focusrite Scarlett 

interface comes with an unbeatable range of tried-and-tested studio 

tools from some of the biggest names in the business.

Antares® Auto-Tune® Access — Allows 

everything from natural sounding, near-real-time 

pitch adjustment for getting the best vocal takes 

– to lightning-fast Hip-hop-inspired pitching for 

adding a whole new sound to your tracks

Relab’s LX480 Essentials — Provides four 

reverbs, modelled on The Hit Factory NYC’s 

reverb unit, and used on countless hits

Softube® Marshall® Silver Jubilee 2555 — 

A hyper-realistic model of Marshall’s Silver  

Jubilee 2555 – the modern evolution of the  

iconic JCM800 – brought to you by analogue 

modeling experts at Softube 

XLN Audio® Addictive Keys — Choice of  

one of four professional-sounding models from 

Steinway®, Yamaha® and the classic Rhodes®

XLN Audio Addictive Drums 2: Studio Rock 

kit — Features expertly captured samples from  

a high-end Tama® and Pearl® drums, and Paiste® 

and Sabian® cymbals, recorded at Decibel  

Studios in Stockholm

Brainworx bx_oberhausen — Fully-analogue 

modelled replica of a classic American polysynth 

Three Month Splice Sounds Subscription — 

Get access to millions of high-quality,  

royalty-free one-shots, loops, and presets,  

with new releases daily 

Brainworx bx_console Focusrite SC —  

Brings the true sound of the preamps that  

made Focusrite what we are today to your music

Focusrite Red Plug-in Suite — Meticulously 

captured digital models of the truly iconic EQ 

and Compressors which have made the Focusrite 

name a staple in world-class facilities across  

the globe 

Brainworx bx_masterdesk — Brings a smooth 

and simple workflow to the art of mastering,  

and allows anyone, from first-time-producer to 

industry pro to get studio-quality results quickly 

and effortlessly

Ableton® Live Lite — The most loved software 

for making electronic music

Avid® Pro Tools® | First Focusrite Creative 

Pack – Adds 21 powerful plug-ins, all taken from 

the acclaimed Avid® Eleven Rack 

Access to Focusrite’s Plug-in Collective — 

Receive free versions of the most innovative  

software, as well as benefiting from discounts

Hitmaker Expansion – available to every newly registered interface user – is built 

to get you creating records immediately. These are all the tools you need to write, 

produce, mix and master your music in studio quality.




